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ABSTRACT 

A wideband radio spectrograph for monitoring solar radio emisぉions(receiving 
25-2500 MHz) was newly installed at Hiraiso Solar Ter陀 strialResearch Center in 1993. The 
spectrograph consists of three different frequency band antennas. Spectrum data from each antenna 
is combined to form a composite dynamic spectrogram. A data processing method based on the 
selection of minimum-data has been developed to陀 moveman-made interference, such as radio 
and television signals, from raw spectrum-data. It has been successfully applied to actual 
observations and has served to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of solar burst emission spectro-
gram. 
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1. Introduction 

The Hiraiso Solar Terrestrial Research Center has been monitoring solar radio emissions in order 

to predict significant disturbances in the solar-terrestrial environment for more than 40 years. These 

observations were made at fixed frequencies until 1988, when an initial spectrograph (70-500 MHz) 

with a 10 m antenna was installed. The solar radio-observation system at Hiraiso was renovated in 

1993. By adding two antennas, the 70-500 MHz frequency range of the spectrograph was expanded 

about five times to 25-2500 MHz, making it sufficient to monitor the coronal radio emissions 

associated with flares. The frequency coverage of the new Hiraiso Radio Spectrograph (HiRAS) is 

now as wide as that of Culgoora radio spectrograph in Australia' 11 which has been the widest 

frequency coverage (Fig. 1 ). Routine observations of the sun using the HiRAS began late in May 

1993. Daily operation is fully automated. i.e., the antennas automatically track the sun from sunrise 

to sunset, and the data acquired by the spectrograph is processed by a workstation to produce a 

composite dynamic spectrogram. At the frequencies that HiRAS monitors, radio signals仕omthe sun 

are always contaminated by artificial signals such as radio and TV broadcasts, especially at 

frequencies lower than 1 GHz. This contamination is thought to be worsening year by year as social 

activities progress. In order to make meaningful observations, we have developed software that 

effectively removes interference from raw spectrum data. This data processing method is being 

successfully applied to actual observation data. and solar-burst spectrogram quality has been 

significantly improved in terms of signal-to-noise ratio. This improvement has considerably in-

creased the HiRAS ability to monitor solar radio bursts. 
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Fig. 1 A schematic representation of frequency coverage of major solar radio spectrographs: 
HiRAS and Nobeyama (Japan), Culgoora and Learmonth (Australia), Ondrejov (Czechos-
Iovakia), Bleien (Switzerland), Weissenau (Germany), Sagamore Hill (USA), and Palehua 
(Hawaii, USA). 

2. Antennas and Receiving System 

A schematic block diagram of the new radio spectrograph at Hiraiso is shown in Fig. 2. The 

HiRAS consists of three antennas. HiRAS-1. HiRAS-2, and HiRAS・3,of which the receiving 

frequency ranges are 25-70 MHz. 70-500 MHz and 500-2500 MHz, respectively, making total 

frequency coverage 25-2500 MHz. Each antenna receives two orthogonal linearly polarized compo-

nents. These crossed linearly polarized signals are combined by a wideband 90。hybrid-combinerto 

obtain right-and left-handed circular polarizations. Both circularly polarized signals are then 

amplified with low-noise pre-amplifiers and fed to spectrum analyzers. Spectrum data from the 

analyzers is passed to a system control computer (HP9000/R362) through GPIB every 2 to 5 seconds 

and then transmitted to a workstation (HP9000/7 l。） via Ethernet. This three different band data are 

combined there to make a composite spectrogram. 

2.1 HiRAS・1(25-70 MHz) 

The HiRAS-1 is a spatially-crossed 13-element log-periodic antenna with a nominal frequency 

coverage of 25-70 MHz. The antenna is installed on a 15 m tower in an azimuth-elevation type 

mount. The half-power beam width (HPBW) is about 6()°. Crossed linearly polarized signals are 

combined by a wideband 90' hybrid combiner to obtain right-and left-handed circular polarizations. 

Each component is passed through a 25-75 MHz band-pass filter to prevent saturation amplifier Jue 

to the presence of日trongsignals (especially in the lower frequency region) just beyond the receiving 

band. Both polarized signals are then fed to amplifiers having a 40 dB gain and a 4 dB noise figure司

and arc pa出 edfrom there to specu um analyzerぉ（HP8590D).
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Fig. 2 A schematic block diagram of the Hiraiso radio spectrograph (HiRAS) displaying a data 
(signal) flow. The HiRAS consists of three antennas (HiRAS・I,HiRAS・2,and HiRAS・3)
and covers a frequency range of 25 MHz to 2500 MHz. System control computer serves as 
both data acquisition and the HiRAS-3 antenna control. The HiRAS-1 and the HiRAS-2 
have their own antenna control computers. 

2.2 HiRAS・2(70-500 MHz) 

A 10 m parabolic dish with a crossed 20-element log-periodic feed antenna i日utilizedfor the 

HiRAS-2, its frequency coverage is 70-500 MHz. The HiRAS・2is mounted in an equatorial mount. 

The HPBWs at 70 MHz and 500 MHz are 29。and4' respectively. Circularly polarized components 

are obtained from the two linearly polarized components using the same type of wideband 90。hybrid

combiner used in the HiRAS・1.Better than 20 dB of isolation between right-and left-handed circular 

polarizations is obtained at all frequencies in the receiving band. Each polarization component is 

passed through a 70-500 MHz band pass filter and amplified using a low-noise 29 dB-gain amplifier 

with a noise rating of 1.7 dB. The amplified signal is then passed through a notch filter with two 

rejection frequencies (centered on 83.2 MHz and 280 MHz) to avoid saturation of the post amplifier 

by strong local FM-radio and telecommunicating signals. Both circular component signals are finally 

passed to spectrum analyzers (TR4 l 35). 

2.3 HiRAS-3 (500-2500 MHz) 

The HiRAS-3 is a 6 m parabolic dish with a crossed 23・elementlog-periodic feed antenna. It 

has a frequency range of 500-2500 MHz and is mounted in an azimuth-elevation type mount. The 

HPBWs at 500 MHz and 2500 MHz are 6.5' and 1.4° respectively. The two linearly polarized 

components are combined by a wideband 90° combiner to make right-and left-handed circular 

polarizations as in the HiRAS-1 and the HiRAS-2. Each circular component is passed through a 

simple high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 500 MHz and is amplified using a low-noise 

ampli自er(gain: 34 dB; noise figure: 1.2 dB). Both circular signals are then f巴dto spectrum analyzers 
(R4131D). 

Characteristics of the three antennas, the settings of each spectrum analyzer, and overall 

characteristics of the HiRAS are summarized in Tables 1. 2, and 3. As an average sensitivity of the 
HiRAS is about 1 sfu (= lo-22wm-2Hz-1）ー theHiRAS can monitor all solar radio emissions except in 

the lower frequency region (< 70 MHz) when sun is quiet (see Fig. 3 ). 
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’［泊hie1 Characteristics of HiRAS antennas 

Characteristic HiRAS-1 HiRAS-2 Hi RAS・3

Diameter 10 m 6m  

Primary feed Crossed 13・ele Crossed 20-ele Crossed 23-ele 
log-peri. antenna log-peri. antenna log-peri. antenna 

F『・equencyrange 25-70 MHz 70『500MHz 500-2500 MHz 

Antenna gain (dBi) 13 14.8 (70 MHz) 27 .6 (500 MHz) 
22.9 (200 MHz) 36.8 ( 1500 MHz) 
30.7 (500 MHz) 40.8 (2500 MHz) 

Beam width 60° 29・(70MHz) 6.5・（500MHz) 
4° (500 MHz) 1.4・（2500MHz) 

Polarization RHCP and LHCP RHCP and LHCP RHCP and LHCP 

Mount type Azimuth elevation Equatorial Azimuth elevation 

’fable 2 Spectrum analyzer settings 

Setting HiRAS-1 (HP8590D) HiRAS-2 (TR4 I 35) HiRAS-3 (R4131D) 

Resolution bandwidth 100 kHz 300 kHz I MHz 

Video bandwidth 3 kHz 10 kHz 10 kHz 

Sweep time 0.5 sec 0.5 sec 0.5 sec 

Frequency range 20ー70MHz 50-550 MHz 500-2500 MHz 

Detector mode sample sample sample 

Table 3 Overall characteristics of HiRAS 

F問quencyrange 25日 2500MHz 

F陀quencyresolution 

Time resolution 

Polarization 

Sensitivity 

501 points (on a log. scale) 

3-4 sec 

RHCP and LHCP 

I sfu (= 10-22wm-2Hz-1) 

3. Operation and Data Acquisition 

Day-to-day observation is fully automated. Each antenna except for the HiRAS-3 has its own 

control computer and tracks the sun’s position according to・anglescomputed in real time. In the case 

of the HiRAS・3,the main system-control computer plays the role of the antenna control computer. 

Total tracking angle e町ursincluding both a calculation e町urand a mechanical e町or,are 10°, 0.1° and 

0.1・forthe HiRAS・I,the HiRAS-2, and the HiRAS-3, respectively. These values are below the 

minimum beam width of each antenna. 

Spectrum data obtained by a total six spectrum analyzers is acquired by a system control 

computer (HP9000/R362) via the GPIB and immediately transferred to a workstation (HP9000/710) 

via an Ethernet. The information is then stored on a hard-disk mass storage system. The time 
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Fig. 3 Spectra of solar emissions in disturbed and quiet conditions and the minimum detection 
limit of the HiRAS (Jy = 10-26wm-2Hz-1). 

resolution of observation is limited by data-acquisition capability of the system control computer. 

When the computer is devoted exclusively to data acquisition, it can gather data from the six 

analyzers every two se氾onds.In an actual operation, however, the period varies from 2 to 5 seconds 

because, as described above, the same computer also controls the movement of the HiRAS-3 antenna 

to track the sun, and this task sometimes interrupts data acquisition. This variation in sampling period 

is corrected during data processing to form a spectrogram. 

4. Data Processing 

Raw spectrum data gathered at Hiraiso is always contaminated by strong interference signals 

from local radio and television stations and other artificial sources. This interference degrades the 

quality of solar-burst spectrograms in terms of signal-to-noise ratio, resulting in less sensitivity in the 

detection of solar events. To improve the quality of these spectrogram a new data-processing 

algorithm was developed. 

The upper panel of Fig. 4 shows an example of raw spectrum data gathered by HiRAS-2. The 

frequency dependence of the baseline and some of the dips are due to system characteristics. Many of 

the spikes seen in the spectrum stem from interfe陀 ncesignals. Emissions from the sun can be seen as 

the baseline of the graph. The bandwidth of interferences is usually naηuwer than that of solar-burst 

signals. Therefore, it is possible to obtain the solar burst signal alone by reading the data points 

immediately next the interference spikes. This re-sampling may degrade the frequency resolution, 

however this is thought to be of negligible importance in solar radio observation, especially for the 

purpose of the emission-type classification described in the next section. To implement this idea we 

have developed software that reduces the number of samples in the frequency domain by about of a 

factor three, from 1803 points to 50 I points, by re-sampling the data to select the minimum value in 

the frequency range co汀・espondingto each new sample point. Spectrum data re-sampled this way, 

i.e., minimum-data selection, is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4, from which it is clearly evident 
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Fig. 4 An example of a raw spectrum gathered by the HiRAS・2(upper panel) and the same 
spectrum data resampled to remove interference (lower panel). Many of the spikes in the 
raw spectrum are interference signals. Emissions from the sun can be seen as the baseline 
of the spectrum. Note that almost all interference seen in the raw spectrum has been 
successfully removed in the re・sampleddata. The frequency dependence and some of the 
dips seen in the baseline are due to system characteristics. 

that most of the interference seen in the raw spectrum data have been effectively removed. The new 
technique is thought to be acceptable for use in actual observation. 

In addition to this processing, the solar-emission background level is subtracted from the 
spectrum data to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and thus to help sepai ate burst events from the 

quiet-sun baseline. The background level is determined every three hours using the actual observation 

data for this period. To avoid the fluctuation of the received level due to a below horizon antenna 

image, the background measurement is limited to sun elevation angles higher than 1 O'. 

This processing also serves to absorb differences in received signal level among the antennas. 
The upper panel of Fig. 5 shows a spectrogram from which interference has already been removed 
before background-level subtraction. The lower panel shows the spectrogram after all data process-
ing, which includes both r巴movalof interference and subtraction of background-signal level. It is 
clear that these data processing method significantly improve the quality of spectrograms. 

S. Observations 

Solar radio bursts associated with intense flares are classifi巴dinto major five types (i.e., types I, 
II, III, IV and Von the meter wavelength band) on the basis of spectrogram appearance 1211川.All five 
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Fig. 5 The upper panel is a spectrogram after interference has been removed using the 

re-sampling method. The lower panel is a spectrogram which has been processed further, 

i.e., the background-signal level is subtracted from the data. Note that the signal-to-noise 

ratio of the spectrogram is significantly better in the lower panel. (This observation was 

made on Oct. 26, 1993. Type III emission occurred at 00:40, followed by type II emission 

starting at 00:47) 

types have been ob日erveclby the Hi RAS刊iceMay. 1993. Some巴xampl巴sa1巴 shownin Figs. 5 and 

6. Figure 5 shows type Ill and II bursts observed on Oct. 27. 1993. Figur巴 6shows type 11 and IV 

emissions 品川ociateclwith the large flare (M4.0/3B) which occurred on Feb. 20. 199-L This 11are 

caused a geomagnetic storm starting in 32 hours. As this巴xampleclemonstratecl. the probability of 

Oじcurrenceof a g巴omagneticstorm becom巴日 highwhen typ巴11and IV emissions are both ob日erV巴d内

Hence. it is important for the p1・巴dictionof a geomagnetic conditions to know the emi日目iontyp巴

associated with a flare. Furth巴rmore.the speed or the plasmoid launched by the flare or coronal mass 

cjection (CME) event is also signif"icant in eぉtimatingthe time or its arrival at earth (i.e .. the 0日目et

time or geomagnetic clisturbanc巴）.The rrequency-drift rate of type II burst日 providesinforn1ation 

‘about such speed. and an objective Eぉtimation method is now b巴ing developed for preci日C

prediction-a principal pu1 pose or the Hi RAS・sobser れnions.The relationship between estimated 

shoe Iく日peedand storm on日ettime is also being investigated 
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Fig. 6 Type II and IV emissions associated with an intense Hare event which occurred on Feb. 
20, 1994. The two gaps seen at 83 MHz and 280 MHz are due to the notch filter installed in 
the front end portion of the HiRAS・2.Type II emission can be seen as the negative 
frequency-drift structure starting at 01: lO with a lower edge frequency of about 50 MHz. 
Wide band continua seen in the frequency range below about 1000 MHz starting at the 
same time is type IV emission. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

Conditions for radio ob日巴lvations or weak natural signals becomes worse year by year due Lo the 

111crease of artificial no is巴. especially al the one met巴land longer wavelength bands. Und巴rthis 

negative conditions we have successf"ully improved the quality of observation by adopting a 

minimum-data selection technique fo1 data p1ocessing. This improvement makes it easy to detect 

solar bursts and to classify them into five major typ巴saccording to th巴irapp巴aranceon the 

spectrograms. Among th巴sefiv巴 types,th巴 coーoccurrenceof types II and IV becomes an important 

ind目 inthe prediction of the geomagnetic storms caused by flares or CME events. For these 

purposes. we plan to dev巴lopsoftware to automatically extract and classify solar bursts from 

sp巴ctrogramsusing patt巴ln-1巴cognitiontechniques. In addition. shock日peedhas to be estimated when 

typ巴 II bursts occur. The Hi RAS. with the help of such data proc巴ssingtechniques, will continu巴 to

cont1 ibute to inc1巴はsinggeomagnetic storm prediction accuracy. 
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